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Paragraphs on Pollution |Essay on Environmental Pollution For Children & Students 3.Value &
Importance of Books in Life Land Pollution Solution Paragraph Recycling of plastic material is the best
possible way to prevent land pollution.We should stop Littering and throw waste away from residential
areas.Instead of using pesticides to fertilizers use organic products which are both good for productivity
of land and increases the yield of crops and doesn't pollute land.Global warming, depletion of ozone
layer, acid rains, health problems and loss of biodiversity are the deadly effects of pollution.Farm wastes,
oil spills pesticides and agricultural wastes are also the pollutants and human beings are responsible for
increasing water pollution.The main reasons of air pollution are smokes that develop from explosives
and dangerous gases which releases from industries.Nowadays one of the main sources of air pollution
is automobiles which produces CFCs and Oxides.Pollution increase illnesses for every type of living
creatures and global warming challenges.Paragraph on Types of Pollution There are following Types of
pollution their causes and impacts have been discussed in detail Air Pollution Paragraph Air pollution is
a known as the detrimental objects in the air that is very damaging for a living creature.Air pollution can
also be the cause of natural damage as it is very destructive tool for Ozone layer and it can also cause
of volcanic disasters.Industries burns solid wastes like NH3, CO2, CO and radioactive substances that
pollute the air.These additions worsen the purity of natural water and affect the human body which can
be cause for typhoid, cholera and other dangerous diseases.More focus on walk and cycling rather than
motor which can reduce the harmful emissions which are major form of air pollution.The authorities
concerned must monitor the disposal of waste and introduce strict measures to not pollute fresh water
bodies like rivers and lakes.Paragraphs for Students Essay Contents [hide] o 1 A Paragraph on Pollution
|Noise Pollution Paragraph This pollution is normally caused by civil engineering works, loud music,
microphones and industry noises.This process affects the agricultural ability by making it unproductive
and unsuitable for farming purpose.Instead of using personal vehicle one must use public transport so
that emission of monoxide gases decrease in environment and air get purified.A Paragraph on How to
Solve Water Pollution To help reduce water pollution the industrial waste should nit be thrown in water
bodies.Noise Pollution Solution Paragraph Public transports system away from the residential areas is
one the best way to prevent from noise pollution.Factories and industries should be established out of
cities so that citizens enjoy peaceful life.In short the following paragraph would contain the following
topics and discussion in details o What is pollution?Pollution increases due to advance developments
and more modernization ways in our lives.In many studies scientist proved that country's where pollution
at its peak this virus has taken more lives.This deadly virus became more dangerous where industries
were near to residential areas.Importance, Benefits & how to Save it There are different types of
pollution in the world some of these includes air pollution, water pollution, noise pollution and land
pollution.Water Pollution Paragraph Water is one of the basic elements on earth to sustain life.Coronary
diseases are mainly caused by this type of pollution.The pesticides and industrial wastes are pollute
land.


